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State of Wisc-onsm 

CORRESPONDENCE/MEMORANDUM------------

., 

DATE: April 26, 1989 FILE REF: 4440 

TO: Mark F. Giesfeldt - SW/3 

FROM: Robin Schmidt{~~/3 

SUBJECT: Drill Cuttings from Preremedial Superfund Sis 

The Preremedial Superfund staff had a meeting on 4/25/89 in Stevens Point to 
discuss a variety of issues mostly relating to conducting Preremedial 
Superfund Site Inspections. One item that was discussed related to what to do 
with drill cuttings, well development water and purge water at these sites. 
Because there is no final policy on what to do with these materials nor are 
there standard operating procedures, we developed our own SOPs until more 
comprehensive guidelines are finalized. It was suggested that I submit our 
proposed policy to you for your information and action. This item may be 
brought up at the next Coordinators meeting. I think this interim policy 
makes sense and is logical in its approach. Perhaps we should discuss this in 
more detail at your convenience. We are concerned that the drilling season is 
fast approaching and we need a policy in place within the next few weeks in 
order to deal with .the cuttings and water appropriately. Thanks for your 
expeditions review of this. · 

1. Drill Cuttings: Drill cuttings should be piled on a tarp and covered as 
the wells are installed. The drill contract will specify this and require the 
driller to sample and have analyzed the cuttings while the drill operation is 
ongoing. When the analyses are complete, the drill cuttings will be spread 
out at the site if they are non-hazardous. If they are hazardous, they will 
have to be containerized and dealt with as a hazardous waste. The driller 
would not be responsible for disposal, but would be responsible for 
containerizing the cuttings. 

2. Development Water: The driller would be responsible for containerizing the 
development waters seperately and having them analyzed to determine if they 
are hazardous. If non-hazardous, the containers would be emptied on site. If 
hazardous, they would have to be dealt with as a hazardous waste. Please note 
that these analyses will help to determine whether the purge water will be 
hazardous prior to the sampling event. 

3. Purge Waters: For sites that are recently drilled, the analyses of the 
development water will determine whether the purge water is hazardous or not. 
If not, the purge water will be emptied on site; if hazardous, the purge water 
will be collected for disposal as a hazardous waste. For sites without 
analyses of the water, we will screen the purge water with an HNu. If 
readings are greater than 10 units, we will containerize the water. If 
readings are less than 10 units, we will dispose of the water on site. We 
will also use the best professional judgement to determine whether we 
anticipate hazardous substances in the water and also use pH and conductivity 
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meters in the fie-ld to help determine whether there are problems with the 
quality of the purge water. 

Please note that we anticipate using ERF monies to-dispose of any wastes that 
are generated from the drilHng and purging waters, since- those costs are not 
covered in our Cooperative. Agreement. 

cc Barbara Zellmer - SW/3 
Lakshmi Sridharan - SW/3 
District Solid Waste Coordinators 
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· \ CORRESPONDENCE/MEMORANDUM ________ s_t_at_e_o_f _w_is_c_on_s_in_ 

Date: April 24, 1989 

To: Mark Giesfeldt - SW/3 
Barb Zellmer - SW/3 

From: Gary Edelstein '-~a-----· 
Mark Tusler -SW/3WfV 

Ref: 4440 & 
4430 

Subject: lRCRA Land Disposal Restrictions (LOR) Seminar, Milwaukee 

We attended the above-referenced seminar on 3/23/89. This memo is 
intended to give a brief sumary of the LDR's and discuss our impressions of 
the impacts the restrictions may have on the Environmental Response & Repair 
program. For further information on the applicability of these requirements, 
please consult with Ed Lynch of the Hazardous Waste Management Section. 
Attached is a copy of the table of contents for the program manual. We will 
keep a copy of the manual in our offices. 

The .land disposal restrictions are a complicated regulatory program now 
administered and enforced by EPA (with assistance from the Hazardous Waste 
Program). Our agency plans to apply for authorization for a portion of the 
LOR program within the next year. In summary: 

1. The LDR's only apply to RCRA hazardous wastes. Specific groups of 
these wastes are banned or restricted from hazardous waste land disposal units 
according to a schedule. Some hazardous wastes are subject .. to the LDR's now; 
all are scheduled to be by May 1990. If a banned or-restricted waste must go 
to a disposal unit, in most instances a "best available" treatment standard 
must be met first. Depending on the waste, such treatment methods can include 
incineration, solidification and treatment to achieve the standard or to 
eliminate a hazardous characteristic (if the waste is hazardous only by 
characteristic). Wastes that are hazardous only because they display a 
characteristic are not subject to the LDR's until May 1990. 

2. Wastes, contaminated soil and debris (as well as investigative 
wastes) from ERF, spill and LUST sites, if a RCRA hazardous waste, must meet 
the LDR's prior to placement in a land disposal unit, including on-site units. 
If placement doesn't occur, the LDR's don't apply. The LOR guidance defines 
"placement" in a unit broadly, and includes redeposition on-site.in the same 
unit after management in intervening treatment or· storage units, as well as 
consolidation _of wastes from other units into one unit. However,'placement· 
does not include movement or consolidation of waste within the same unit or 
area or covering or capping wastes in place. We've attached a graphic from a 
Superfund training manual which may be help persons understand this 
definition. Such wastes at a federal Superfund or RCRA Corrective Action 
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sites are given a temporary exemption from the restrictions until 11/8/90; but 
clean-ups under state authorities are not covered by this exemption. 

The greatest impact in Wisconsin appears to be on sites where 
investigation and clean-up of hazardous wastes will occur. ·This includes 
sites where it is known a listed RCRA hazardous waste was discharged or 
disposed of (even if that occurred before the effective date of the RCRA 
regulations--11/19/80) or. a characterhtic hazardous waste h found. The best 
way to lnlustrate the impact h to give examples: · . 

l.'. Example 1--A solvent product is spilled over a period of years due 
to mishandling, tank and piping leaks (historical spill). Spillage occurred 
before 1980. The product h Hsted in Table V of s. NR 181.16 (a "U" waste). 
Any contaminated soil, groundwater and investigative wastes (including drill 
cuttings, development and decon water) must be managed as a hazardous waste. 
If such waste h land dhposed of, the LDR requirements must be met,1unless' 
t!he site is addressed under Superfund (CERCLA) or RCRA corrective action 
authorities before 11/8/90. If the remedia1-·action involves picking up and 
aerating the contaminated son and placing back on-s;te, then the LDR 
requirements would apply to the treated soil, unless it could be shown that 
the soil was no longer a hazardous waste (i.e., show that all the solvent 
contamination was removed· from the soil through aeration). It should also be 
noted that on-site disposal of treated soil, if it is still a hazardous waste, 
must be in a licenced unit that meets the minimum technology requirements 
(MTR's) of RCRA (including double liners, leachate collection, special cover 
design and groundwater monitoring). The MTR's fall under a RCRA provision· 
that is separate from LDR. Finally, certain Ch. NR 181 requirements and the 
MTR's·(but not the LDR's) may apply to the in-place closure or disposal of 
wastes that aren't picked up or treated in-situ. The application of these 
last requirements is dependent on a number of factors which are beyond the 
scope of this memo to describe. ···· 

2. ~Example 2--A gasoline tank leak ·is to be remediated. Contaminated 
soil, debris, tank residues or other wastes which meet the RCRA characteristic 
of ignitability (it's possible most wastes from this type of case won't 
display a characteristic) must be managed as a RCRA hazardous waste, and if 
land disposed of after May 1990, meet LDR requirements. Other requirements 
under example I.would apply in.this situation, with the exception that the 
waste could be shown to be no longer hazardous once it is shown it no longer 
met the characteristic of ignitability. It should be noted that once EPA 
promulgates the proposed TCLP test, there may be more wastes from petroleum 
spills subject to RCRA, and possibly the LDR's. 

3. ~xample 3--A large co-disposal municipal landfill is to be 
investigated and remediated. It is known the landfill accepted spent solvent 
wastes now listed in table II of s. NR 181.16 (an "F" waste) before November 
1980. The proposed remedy includes consolidation of a drum disposal area, 
leachate control utilizing leachate withdrawal wells drilled through the 
waste, gas extraction wells also drilled through waste an~ a new cover system. 
In this case, contaminated investigative wastes, the drum area wastes and any 
wastes .and drill cuttings generated by the installation of the gas and 
leachate control wells are RCRA hazardous wastes. However, these wastes, if 
managed on-site, may or·may not be subject to the LDR's, depending on how they 
are managed. The key is if the management method meets the definition of 
"placement". For the investigative and gas and leachate extraction wastes, if 
the wastes aren't managed in an intervening treatment or storage unit, it mav 
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be possible·to re-dispose of them on-site in the large co-disposal area and 
call that "movement within the same unit or area", therefore, placement hasn't 
occurred and the LDR's don't apply. For the drum wastes, the key is if the 
drum area is close or "contiguous" enough to be considered the same unit as 
the large co-disposal area. If it is, and the wastes aren't managed in an 
intervening treatment or storage unit, that !!!II be called "consolidation 
within the same area or unit", and the LOR's wouldn't apply since placement 
hasn't occurred. Unfortunately, EPA's guidance on the definition of 
"placement" is not entirely clear for this situation, which results in the use 
of the underlined "mays", above. Of course, if any of the wastes are managed 
at an off-site RCRA disposal facility, the LDR's would apply. It should be 
noted- that even if the LDR's apply, there may be a temporary exemption 
available, such as the federal Superfund or RCRA corrective action exemption. 
Unfortunately, these exemptions.don't apply to remedial actions under only a 
state authority. Finally, regardless of.the applicability of.the LDR's, it 
may be necessary to obtain a disposal license and/or meet the minimum 
technology requirements for any on-site re-disposal of such wastes. The 
application of these last requirements is dependent on a number of factors, 
which,are beyond the scope of this memo to describe. 

lWe note that regardless of the applicability of the LDR's, the Wisconsin 
Hazardous Waste Program can still consider contaminated soil, investigative 
wastes and other contaminated solid wastes from -response activities to be a 
hazardous waste, if such wastes meet the defi'nition of hazardous waste, and 
require them to be managed in accordance with Ch. NR 181, Wi. Adm. Code. 
~ It appears to us EPA hasn't completely resolved the problems associated 
with implementing the land disposal restricti.ons at clean-up sites where large 
vol~mes of leachate, contaminated soil and other wastes may need to be 
managed. The treatment technologies now named as required for wastes appear 
to only be feasible for the original industrial wastes when they are first 
generated. In fact, EPA is now being sued by Waste Management~ Inc., for the 
interpretation that leachate derived from di.sposed of waste must be treated to 
meet the land ban standards, if the leachate is to be disposed of back on the 
land. Waste Management is also suing over retroactive application of a RCRA 
waste listing to wastes managed or disposed of before 11/19/80. However, on 
3/14/89, the Appeals Court in Washington D. C. upheld EPA's position on these 
issues. It remains to be seen if EPA will change the treatment technology 
required for derived wastes like leachate and contaminated soil. 

We suggest you distribute this memo to Bureau and District staff as 
appropriate. Let us know if you have any questions regarding this- i~sue; Ed 
Lynch is also available to address issues on the applicability of the LDR's in 
Wisconsin. · 

cc: Sue Bangert - SW/3 
Ed Lynch - SW/3 
Gu,clCW'ICIL Oo(A~ SW tq 00 I I. · 
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· HAZARDOUS WASTE COMPLIANCE 
AND ENFORCEMENT SUMMARY .~~:0-5 
• NERAL INFORMATION 

1NITORING 

Rev. 1-86 

□ Chan in Name Address, General Information : 
1te Sen~ to Bureau Date Received by Bureau · HW Sections Data Entry · Entrack Data Entry 

. 7--:_(, -/7 Date _Initials Date Initials 

Name of"Facility _· 1.·· /· 
74. . Z,i-! C ~ 

_EPA ID Nwnber ·. . ~~ . -~ID~~ .. 
vv ✓t) 00613 :),,o6 fJ _ : .. ·. 

Street or Route (Facility Locati . 
31 s- 5.. . .. i< "-~ sr. Date of .Contact . · • · · Time of Contact . · . 

. ·/. - ;_3 --17·: . 
~.m: : . 

[I p.m. 

City, State~p Code 
. . ,-P. /4!... f.r.l I ";i~ Telephone Number 

( ) 
DistrictJCounty ,II_ _ • • 1 LM{) -~A/ 

'l'yau,f ~ntact. · : Name of Contacts and Title.or Position (Enter none if no contact) · 
KSl Field Inspection 
D Conference 

0 Other y,/p ~~ . 
B. FACILITY STATUS (Check all that apply) 

D Treatment D 
□ Storage 0 
□ Disposal· . □ 
D · ~ansporter (Lie I ______ El 
'(i Generator-Large Quant. > 1000 kg · D 

Generator-Acute Toxics > 1 kg 
Generator-'-Sm. Quant. > 100 kg 
Generator.-Very Sm. Quant. < 100 kg 
Closed/Ceased Operations 
Non-Hazardous Waste Entity 

C. REGULATORY STATUS AND REPORTING CHANGES 

D Under Review for Activity 
. · (Specify Recommended S~tus) 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

90 D!iY O~fsite Accumulation 
1~ D4y Transfer Facility 
Treatµient, (Code) ______ _ 

Other· 

· D This is a Change in Status D Delete from Reporting List . D Change Reporting Status to Annual 
D Change Reporting Status to Quarterly -

1.- Compliance Evaluation lnsp. D 5. Follow-up lnsp. (Date ___ __ 

2. Sampling lnsp. D 6., Immediate Threat Response 
D 3. Record Review . D 7. Licensing Evaluation 
D 4. 9roimdwiter Monitoring Evaluation D 8. Activity Verification 

Comments: 

D 9, Closure/I.Ong Term Care 
D 10. Routine Surveilla;nce 
0 11.·Other _______ _ 

E. 0 ENF RCEMENT A CTO I NS (List vio ation an or en . tvue seoarate1v1 di f I ) n. 10, ate □ E f U d D Se ate nt 
VIOL 

~ VioL Date Date Issued Response Due. • Actual Comp. EDf. NR181 
EDf. Type Code Stat. Code .. Additional Information 

Class 
VY·MM-DD YY ·MM· DD YY ·MM· DD YY •MM• DD Code Citation 

1 2 • 

I zf --'11 -;;.---;;.-17 323 -g7 - - · .. · /f/~>1{,J 
. ~7"(.. ,_~er 

}loll/· -
µ;JJ ·J ->-&'-~7 .J=-> ~7 3:"2..-f- K7 - - /il~i/(5) l'A~. 

,,~ ,;;/ly. 

- ~--2.1-~7- - - I f/.vif'/) V 

jJ:IJ..) \ t~ -x, --;i-2.R, {OIV -r° 

~>,) -·, ;{, :fl l: -Z.-~7 3 ·-;< :K7 - - ///.-;;J..(l-) TA-A-,·t" • 

' - - - - - - - -
., 

- - - - - - -
.. - . - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -
·. 

Attachments· Reviewed By District Date 
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LM!} 
~ DNR District 

lJJl!J oO b/1 ~ ~~ 
EPA ID Number 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 
Department of Natural Resources 

Hazardous Waste Generation Site Inspection Form 
.CSubchapter III of NR 181) 

Note: Complete this form only for: 1) facilities which generate quantities 
of hazardous waste greater than those small quantities subject to the special 
requirements of s. NR 181 .13, Wis. Adm. Code; 2) facilities which do not treat 
or dispose of hazardous waste on-site; and 3) facilities which do not re~eive 
hazardous waste from off-site. 

I. General Information 

Corporate/Facility Name: . il{e_ z,✓c_ ~() p 
Facility Location: -------------7-,---,-----

"":>/S- J. ~ ;-7L 
Street: ~ ---------------------------
City & Zip: ~~v~ 
Contact Person: CJ;;~ /4,ll"J,e~ 

Town: w-z:=.. County: l~J_:'4/- · M~eu-
Ti tl e: foe:_~ • 

Facility Mailing Address: 

Street: ] i ,s-----'=---....;..... ___________________ _ r'y 
,,> j ' 

.City: _________ State: _______ Zip, Code: ____ _ 

Phone: ------------
Operator: __ ....J_-~_'4,_AJ __ . -~-------~------Title: 

Street: ___________ .;.__ ______________ _ 
City: _________ State: _______ Zip Code: 

Phone: · 
_.;....__..J_o_t(_N __ ·a-:--,,-. -1--.,,..e.--,,,._-- o~ .,. 4-1, s: w~ s-

Lega 1 Owner: /l<..~ Lf,.,c.,, ,k_ h~n: -~~ ~1 ,t?r~ ;~6' 
(,/ rr v· 

Street: 

City: _________ State: _______ Zip Code: ____ _ 

Phone: , / 

DNR Oi strict Inspe.ctor: c--=-:TI=-·0#-~='-=-~='J-:e~_ .,,~le...,....;;.~ ____ Date: 

Revised November 1985 7 
/- ~-37 
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II. REOUIREMEN1f"S 

/\. NotiflcaUen: CNR 181.06) 

1. Has ttle generator submitted a notification form to the Department and 
obtained an identification number? 

[ ¼ c[ ] 

Yes ·NO <Comments o·r Clarification> 

2. If the generator has changed its corporate name or mailing address, 
ha~ a tubsequent notification form been completed? 

[D(.] I[ ] 
~-s No <Comments or Clarification> 

3. If the generator has added new hazardous waste activities and/or waste 
codes, has a letter to DNR and EPA or subsequent notification form 
been completed? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification) 

1. Has an adequate determination been made to identify, and if necessary, 
test a representative sample of each waste in order to obtain enough 
information to treat, store or dispose of the waste ~roperlv off-s.i te? A. M-~✓~"' 

- ll-l}t,,e... iV-ff ;,c.vfL fl~lfJ.t',"S ,u./ 7%1!4F?-, JZ.P«:Jt.~ • ~-

[ J ~ J o'~p,,..,~1-;J ::;:;c 0'/1. II ~s-re. & 1";, J:->-tt. e 

Yes No .. ~- A-Ml/,'-(Cogipe-ntsc~~~if1~}JP 

Note: Records of any test results, waste analysis or other 
determinations must be retained for at least 3 years from the date 
that the waste was last sent to an off-site treatment, storage or 
di sposa 1 faci 1; ty. . ·· · ·· 
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. . 
C. Waste Stream Information: 

EPA 
Waste 
Code· 

Attach Waste Profile or Analysis for each ·Waste Stream or indicate how 
facility has compiled with NR 181.22, Hazardous Waste Determination, for 
each Waste Stream. 

'D. ~ 90-Day Accumulation: · CNR l81.2H5Ha> and NR 181.26C2Ha» . . 
1. Indicate how the hazardous waste-is stored: 

cK1 Containers k1 Above Ground Tanks [ l Underground Tanks 

Note: Containers and above ground· tanks are the only means allowable 
to store large quantities of hazardous waste and be eligible for the 
90-day exemption. Any other means of storage, such as underground 
tanks and waste piles, require a storage interim or operating 
license/variance. (See the definitions of container and tank in 
NR 181.04.) . 

2. Are the above mentioned containers or tanks marked with the date on 
which hazardous waste was first placed in the container or·tank for 
accumulation? 

[ ] ~] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

3. Are containers marked with the words 11 Hazardous Waste 11 before placing 
them in an accumulation area or on-site storage facility? 

[ ] cb<.] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification) 



4. Is the :hazardous 
day acc~mulation 
approved on-site 
facility? 

[ ] [ b(] 
Yes No 

~\ . 

- 4 -

waste removed from the site before the end of the 90 
period or treated; stored or disposed of in an 
hazardous ~aste facility or on-site recycling 

-.. 
<Comments or J:larification> 

Note: rA\ttach to this ·form, as appropriate, completed container and/or 
storage tank inspection attachments. C9mplete the appropriate 
questioms for generators as specified on those forms for generator.s. 

For Department Use 

E. Manifest System, Packaging, Labeling, Marking and Shipping: 
CNR 181.23 - .27) 

1. Does the generator initiate a uniform manifest form with all off-site 
shipments of hazardous waste? · 4 C-"/.J,,~,a'-.. ,4 • ~ ;LJ,tf 
V L• L la.A-~ 1-D-"'' fl-'•"'- ~ ,v, VT . yu •w'I, ~ 

CY\ l C fJl'f fht,gL .i'Zk-- . A~ -r - 7 I ,v..,-.J <!.. • 
Yes No CCommeffi or Clarification> 

Note: If the state to which the shipment is manifested <consignment 
state) supplies the uniform manifest form and requires its use, then 
the generator shall use that manifest form. If the consignment state 
does not supply the uniform manifest form, then the generator shall 
use the Wisconsin uniform manifest form. 

2. Are the manifests properly completed? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

.. 
3. Are copies of all manifests for the past 3 years retained·at the 

facility and available for review? · 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

Note: Records of past shipments <manifests> must be retained at the 
facility for at least 3 years after the date of shipment. 
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. . 
Does the manifest specify a designated facility which is approved (if 
in.Wisconsin has an··operating lice_nse, interim license, variance, 
waiver, or is exempt from licensing; or if outside of Wisconsin has an 
EPA permit, interim status, or is exempt from permitting under RCRA; 
or a permit or approval from an authorized· state> to take the waste~ 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes · No (Comments or Clarification> . . 

5. Are procedures for exception reporting followed properly, if an 
exception has occurred? ... 
[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

6. Is waste packaged in accordance with DOT requirements? 

c ] c ] ei;-,11 k . . 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

7. Are waste packages marked and labeled in accordance with DOT 
regulatibns concernin~ hazardous waste materials? 
[ ] [ ] . c,v,1// ~ .. 

8. 

Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

If required, are placards available to the transporter of the 
hazardous waste? ~ 

[ ] 
Yes· 

[ ] 
No 

(i✓;// /4 ~ 
(Comments or Clarification> 

For Department Use 

F. Reporting: (NR 181.24) 

1. Have annual reports covering generator activities during the previous 
calendar years been submitted <they must be submitted by March l of 
the year f~llowing the reporting P~hi9d> to the

1
De.pa.rtment? 

• ~/ / fl~-,1/7'-•'¥ -Ii'~ ~J 6 w 

[ ] [ ] rY¢1 1>(,, - /b~ ; e L · ./1 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

For Department Use 
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G. Contingency1 Plan _and Emergency Procedures: . CNR 181.42C4)Ca) &Cc)) 

1. Does tli'e facility have a written contin-gency plan addressing. potential 
discha:nge of hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents to air, 
land, ground~ater, or surfice lt@t..e,r? ,g,¼7<-. ,.;. ~e~·e::--'~--A /t $ 0 /d ,,vAA. :) • • :..,, • ..,--r 
[ ] [~ . . 
Yes No <Comments or,~ Clarification> 

If the answer to #1, above, is yes, th~n ans~er questions #2 through 
#8 be1'0,w. If the answer to #1, above, is no, then indicate below- what 
measunes are being taken to prepare the plan. The Contingency Plan 
and any revisions to· the plan that become necessary are required to b'e 
submitted to the Department. The plan m'ust comply with 
NR 181.42C4)Ca> and Cc>. Wisconsin Administrative Code. An existing 

. spi 11 prevention control and countermeasure· CSPCC> plan may be ame.nded 
to comply with this requirement. 

2. Is a. copy of the contingency plan kept at the facility? 

[ ] 
Yes <Comments or Clarification> 

3. Has a copy of the contingency ~lan or· a letter stating that the 
contingency plan is kept at the facility and is available for review 
been sent to all local police and fire departments, hospitals and 
emergency response teams who may be called to provide emergency 
services? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

4. Does the plan identify an Emergency Coordinator who is always on-site 
when the facility is in operation, and if appropriate, alternates, 
with names, addresses, phone numbers (office and home) provided? 

c· l [ .. l ·-·---'--------------------
Yes No · <Comments or Clarification) 

5. Does the plan identify an Emergency Coordinator who will be present or 
on call when the facility is not in opetation, and available to 
respond to an emergency by reaching the1 facility in a short period-of 
time? , ' 

c r c l 
Yes No (Comments or Clari fi ca ti on> 
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6~ Are the person or persons 1~entified in #4 and #5, above, familiar 
with all aspects of site activities and contingency plan 
implementation? 

[ ] [ ] 

Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

7. Do the person or persons identified in #4 and #5, above, have the 
authority to carry out all actions necessary to respond to fire, 
explosions or any unplanned discharge of hazardous waste to the air, 
soil or surface water? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

8. Does the plan contain the following: 

a. A description of the facility layout, types of waste handled and 
their associated hazards, places where facility personnel normally 
work, and entrances to and roads inside the facility? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

b. An evacuation plan for facility personnel, including signal<s> to 
be used to begin evacuation, evacuation routes, and alternate 
routes? 

[ ] { ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

c .. Procedures for emergency shutdown of facility operations, and the 
actions facility personnel must take to comply with 
NR 181.42<4><a>l., and NR 181.42(4)<c>, in response to fires, 
explosions or any unplanned discharge of hazardous waste or 
hazardous waste constituents to the air, land or surface water at 
the facility, including procedures to: 

1) Activate internal facility alarms or communication systems to 
notify all personnel of an imminent or actual emergency 
situation, where applicable? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

2) Telephone the division of emergency government and comply with 
the requirements of s. 144.76, Stats., and ch. NR 158, Wis.· 
Adm. Code? 

[ ] .[ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 
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3) Immediately identify the character, source, amount, and areal 
extent of any discharged materials? 

[ . ] [ ] 

Yes No CCommeotsi or Clarification> 

4) Assess possible hazards to human health or the environment 
that.may fesult from discharge~ fire, or explosion? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

5) Immediately notify appropriate l~cal authorities, if an 
assessment indicates that a disc~arge. fire. or explosion 
could threaten human health or the environment outside the 
facility. and that evacuation of local areas may be advisable? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

6) Take all reasonable measures necessary to ensure that fires, 
explosions, and discharges do not occur, reoccur, or spread to 
other hazardous waste at the facility? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

7) Monitor for leaks, pressure buildup, gas generation, or 
ruptures in valves, pipes or other equipment, where 
appropriate, if the facility stops operation in response to a 
fire, explosion, or discharge? 

[ ] [ ] 
y~ ~ <Comments or Clarification> 

8) Provide for treating, storing, or disposing of recovered 
waste, contaminated soil or surface water, or any other 
material that results from a discharge, fire, or explosion at 
the facility, immediately after an emergency? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

9) Ensure that, in the affected areas of the facility, no waste 
that may be incompatible with the discharged material is 
treated, stored, or disposed of until cleanup procedures are 
completed; and all ·emergency equipment listed in the 
contingency plan is clean and fit for its intended· use before 
operations are resumed? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 



". 
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10) Notify the Department before operations are resumed? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No· <Comments or Clarification> 

d. Procedures to be. used to notify local poiice and fire departments, 
hospitals and emergency response teams of a discharge of hazardous 
waste or a fire or explosion at the facility? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

e. An up-to-date list of all emergency equipment at the fatility, 
including the location, physical description and a brief outline 
of its capabilities for each item? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No 

for Department Use 

<Comments or Clarification> __ __-/ 

H. Preparedness and ·Prevention: CNR 181.42C4)Cb>> 

1. Does the facility have the following equipment, as applicable for the 
type of waste managed? 

a. Internal communications and alarm systems: 

d1tl1 c 1 
yfi. No (Comments or Clarification> 

b. A device to summon emergency assistance, such as a telephone or a 
2-way radio? 

c. 

[L\'1] 

Ye~ 
[ ] 

No 

Portable fire 

rs: l [Nol 

(Comments or Clarification> 

extinguishers? 

(Comments or Clarification> 

i. 
\ 
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d. Ffre control equipment, including·special extinguishing equipment 
and· exti ngui shi ng agents? <Include type and .volume of 
extinguishing agents in "comments" section.> . 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

e. Sp·; 11 control 
l I 

[ ] [ ] 
Ye,s No 

equipment? ~- ___ • ___ ~ v'-u )-~~/ ~,,.,.K._ 
()'./IJ?:-1>/'1,.J ~~ : / 

. . llz'.: ~ "i? ~- ~~ ~ ~-
(Comments or Clari fl cation> 

f. De,contamination equipment:/ 

C l C l -~ v--,IIY1. ~ ~-
Ye;s No · <Comments or Clarification> 

2. Is all of the equipment mentione~ in #1,.above, operable? 

ctt'J c J 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

3. Is all of the equipment mentioned in #1 tested and maintained as 
required to assure its proper operation in an emergency? 

cltf c J 
Ye'.. No . (Comments or Clarification> 

4. Specify how often the equipment mentioned in #1 is tested to assure 
proper operation:!' 

~ r ~. 

5. Is immediate access provided to internal or ·external alarms, unless 
the Department has determined that such devices are not required, for 
·personnel involved in the. handling of hazardous waste? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

6. Have the follo~ing arrangements, as applicable, been made involving_ 
emergency organizations? 

a. If more than one police and fire department may respond to an 
emergency, have· agreements designating primary authority and 
support roles been made? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No 

/41'/: ·• 
(Comments or Clarification) 

.. 

• 
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b. Have agreements with state emergency response teams, emergency 
response contractors and equipment suppliers been made to provide 
response? 

[ ] [k..l 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

c. Arrangements to familiarize local hospitals with the properties of 
the hazardous waste handled and the types of injuries or illnesses 
which could result from an incident? :· 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

Note: An attempt must be made, as appropriate for the type of 
wastes and the potential need for services, to contact the 
emergency organization mentioned in #6(a-c>, above, and make the 
arrangements outlined. If the organizations decline to 
participate the refusal must be documented in the facility's 
records. 

7. Is adequate aisle space provided throug~out the hazardous waste 
facility to allow unobstructed movement of personnel and all emergency 
equipment mentioned in #1, above? 

[Ms] [No1 
,n! (Comments or Clarification> 

8. If the facility handles ignitable or reactive waste, are wastes 
separated from sources of ignition or reaction? 

[ ] [Kl 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

9. Are "No Smoking" signs posted in areas where there is a hazard from 
ignitable or reactive wastes? 

[ ] [k:_] _tdl:~--------------Yes No .f (Comments or Clarification> 

For Department.Us~ 
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I. PP.rsonriel Training/Records: CNR 181.42(_5)) 

1. Does t:he faci 1 i ty hav·e a program of classroom instruction or 
on-the.-job training f_or pe·rsorinel- in hazardous waste man~ge_ nt .!...._ 

2. 

d , J ~~ 
p-~~ce_-:ures. 7~ cJ;I//} ; A''/vl- ~ ,J:,~, _ 

I( 1 cti/1 ;;;J2_ /4 A,lc( o.,./4,it1, P,'4-:, 9' ~-
Y~s ~ . <Comments or C r1 cfuon>. . . 

If the answer to #1, above; is no, then a training program must be 
develqped. 

If the answer to #1, above, is yes, then answer the following 
questions (#2-4) below: 

Does this program including training of personnel in Contingency Plan 
implementation? 

[ ] 
Yes [~ 

A1JO rH-'-> . 
(Comments or Clarification> 

3. Are the following items included in;the program if applicable? 

a. "Procedures ·for using, inspecting, repairing and replacing facility 
emergency and monitoring equipment? 

I I I . 1 ,vOT >~ ~ fl-.uJ ' 
Yes No 7cminents or Clarification> 

b. Key parameters for automatic waste feed cut-off systems? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

c. Communications and/or alarm systems? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

d. Response to fires or explosions?. 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

e. Response to groundwater contamination incidents? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 
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f .. Shutdown of operatio·ns? 

[ ] . [ ] 
Yes No 

13 -

(Comments or Clarification> 

4. Do facility personnel take part in an annual review of the program 
me~t i one~ in #1 , ,;/.ov~k. -•. 

rfv ] [ ] _IJ-rl __ · ------:-:::,------:--~-=----=-=--:-----=--:----,,--------
.:ns No (Comments or Clarification> 

5. Are records of personnel training maintained at the facility? 

c~b c ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarificatio~> 

If the answer to #5, above, is no, then these records must be 
developed and maintained at the facility~ 

If the answer to #5, above, is yes, then answer the following question 
(#6).. 

6. Which of the following items are included in the personnel training 
records? 

a. Job titles and the name of the employee filling each job? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No 

b. Job descriptions? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes· No 

<Comments or Clarification> 
. ~ 

(Comments or Clarification> 

c. Description of training required for each position? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

• d. Written documentation that training or job experience has been 
given an~ completed? 

[ ] [' ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

•• 

• 
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Note: Training records of current,personnel must be kept until 
f~fility closure. training;records of former employees must be 
kept for at least 3 years from the~ date the em'ployee last worked. 
at:the facility. Per-'sonnel :-,tr,aini,ng records must accompany 

. pe,risonne 1 transferred _.within .. the s~me company. · 

For Department• Use 

J. Other Requirements: 

1. Does the generator have underground storage tanks and/or underground 
spill,containment tanks? 

[ ] ~] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

If the answer to #1, above, is yes, complete Attachments 9 and/or 11 . 

2. Does the generator combine absorbent material with waste generated on 
site? [ ] °'] 
Yes No (Comments or· Clarification) 

If the answer to #2, above, is yes, complete Attachment 10. 

For Department Use 

III~ Facility Status Evaluation 

A. Facility Classification Based on District Verification: 
Signature: ________________ Date _________ _ 

This facility is also subject to regulation as a: 

__ treatment facility 

__ exempt treatment facility (specify>: __ ...;..._ _______ ___,. _ 

__ storage facility 

-...... 



•• 
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i 

., . 

.. 
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_ disposal facility 

_ transporter 

_ small quantity off-site accumulation facility 

-___ larg~quantfty off-site accumulation facility 

For Department Use 

/JI~. ~~\P''-.... 

/,11tL · t?f~ 

r~~,;-H 
r->r, ~~ /f; t'?'/t". . 

1µ? /~ y ~1-
pr--~c 

~ 3 j p Q r / WA f /!?._ ~ ~ /.IV 

Tff";i' ..r I" r--~ -'-),,-~, J'tt: lt17/IC~,IJ 
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DNR Di·stri ct 

Attachment 2 
Hazardous Waste Facility Inspection 

· Form Attachment on 

EPA ID Number 

Use and Management.of Above Ground Storage Tanks 
CNR 181.42(7) and NR 181.21(5)Ca)3., Wis. Adm. Code> 

A. General Information: 

Corporate/Facility Name: _____ ::Z.., __ }v-c.. __ --=--"S::'---A-'~,-/?..__·-=~=-...;....._-~_,_. ____ _ 
- I 

Facility Location: 671, ,;-• 
City/Town/County ---=--.__ ____ o._../X.._· __ • __________ _ 

DNR District Inspector: 

For Department Use , . 

• B. Facility Standards: 

Note: Questions 1-12 must be answered for treatment and disposal 
facilities that are generators, but have not applied for a storage interim 
license/variance. These facilities will be eligible for the 90-day ~ 
exemption per NR 181.43C2Ha>. - If the form is being used to"inspect a 
generator only, who qualifies for the same exemption, then als'o complete 
questions 1-12 and complete the special generator inspection form. All 
questions must be completed for a storage facility that is not exempt. 
Storage of waste received from off-site is not eligible for the 90-day 
exemption. 

1. Do uncovered tanks have at least 2 feet (60 cm> of freeboard or 
sufficient freeboard to prevent over topping by wave or wind action, 
or by precipitation, whichever is greater? 

[ ] 
No 

fdvl. ~ Ov~w' ~ec- 6tL 
' _ (Comments or Clarification> 

2. Are tanks used to store only those wastes which will not cause 
corrosion, rupture, leakage or premature failure of the tank? . 

~,s i ~ ~ /'/4~ 
CComme'fs or Clarification> " 

c)tf c l 
Yes No 

~I 

Revised November 1985 
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3. Are wastes and other materials such as treatment reagents, which are 
inco~patible with the material of.construction of the tank, placed in 
the tank? 

c l .cP<l 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

If tbe answer to #3, above, is yes, complete #4. 

4. Is the tank prqtected from accelerated c_orrosion, erosion or abrasion 
thro~gh the use of: 

a. An inner liner or coating which is compatible with the waste or 
material and which is free of leaks, cracks, h9les or other 
deterioration? 

Mci w?--~·-
~ 

4 

No (Comme or Clarification> 

b. Alternative means of protectipn, such as cathodic protection or 
corrosion inhibitors? 

c 1 clY
0

1 
Yes Nd <Comments or Clarification> 

5. Do continuous feed systems have a waste feed cutoff or bypass system 
to .a standby tank? 

[~ [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

6. Are required weekly ·inspections made for: 

a. Tank 1 e·aks and defects including corrosion or deterioration? 

c\(1 [ ] 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

b. Dike and discharge confinement structures for evidence of leakage? 

[ ] [ ] , ;v-l!:. " 
Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

7. Are required daily inspections made ·for: 

a. Overfilling control equipment such as waste feed cut-off systems 
and bypass systems, to insure that it is in good working order? 

M c ] 
t\J No <Comments or Clarification) 

• 
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Data gathered from monitoring 
according to tank design? 

[ ] [ ] u/) 

equipment to ensure operation is 

Yes No ' (Comments or Clarification> 

c. The level of waste in the tank to comply with #1., above? 

rr\/1 c 1 
~s No <Comments or Clarification) 

d. For interim licensed storage facilities, the area immediately 
surrounding the tank, to detect obvious signs of discharges or 
leakage, such as wet spots ·and dead vegetation? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No 

8. Are incompatible 

~~l [ Nol 

<Comments or Clarification> 

wastes stored in separate tanks? 

· <Comments or Clarification> 

9. Are~ tanks washed prior to adding incompatible waste? 

[ ] 
Yes 

[ ] 
No 

IV/I: ,· 
(Comments or Clarification> 

10. Are reactive or ignitable wastes in tanks protected from conditions 
which may cause reactipn or ignition, or is the waite treated, 
rendered or mixed so that it is no longer reactive or ignitable? f 

~l [No
1 

(Comments or Clarification> 

11. Do covered tanks which store ignitable- or reactive waste comply with 
the buffer zone requirements fp) tanks set forth in ch. Ind. 8? 

c l c4f µ ~__y µ~. 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

12. Are the inspections mentioned in #6 and #7 above, recorded into: 

a. For generation sites, an inspection log or summary, which includes 
the date and time of inspection, the name of the inspector, a 
notation of the observation made, and the date and nature of any 
repairs er/other remedial actions? 

cl cJ1\ 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 
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b. For storagt facilities, a TSO facil.ity inspection log, which 
irrcludes the date and time of inspection, the name of the 
in's1pector, a notation of the observ,ations made, and the date and 
nature of any re,pairs or other remedial actions? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments .or Clari fi cart ion> 

13. Do tamks have sufficient .shell strength, and for closed tanks, 
pressu,re controls, s·uch as vents, to a'ssure that they do not coll apse 
or. rup·,_ture? 

tl. ,[Nol 
<Comments or Clarification> 

14. Are waste analyses performed or is documented information obtaineq 
before tanks are used to store wastes substantially different than 
waste previously store~? /'J k 
[ ] [~ ~ t 

Yes No <Comments or Clarification> 

Note: Storage tanks which contain volatile waste must comply with , 
Wisconsin Administrative Code, s. NR 154.13, regarding the control of 
organic compound emissions. 

~ 1s-" g-1 17/4cA ... -1,~_r 
-/4:...ui~ ~,..>~ '-41 ,;e,..c... ,..e71.- o/ 
g..,p'J S",>e. ~ v6,<.- ' 

Jo 

fr' I ,y ,11-C,,, cl . ~J\-IL ;,Ji'7, ~ \ 

'?°/' ~£/1'/t;-e. /C-',,,._re. --p,.,-,,L.. . \._ 

7' I' /~ -,,(q,,7 ;,;,,,,._,,tie_/ 
~// Jel7 4, i;J -pi,,/,,(_ •. 

7~/?lf' 
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DNR Di"strict EPA ID Number 

Attachment 1 
Hazardous Waste 1acility Inspection 

Form Attachment on 

A. General Information: 

Use and Management of Containers 
CNR 181.43(8), Wis. Adm. Code) 

~ ~ 
:::::::: :::::ion:/~/S_z)v;, tf I~ 

n--4,.ro i.,,v'Z:.. .~/I' /S--City/Town/County --~---~-~-~✓-"'--_______ u_ 7_' ________ _ 

DNR District Inspector: 7£~ . , 
B. Facility Standard~: 

Inspection Date: 1-J-g-f l 

Note: Attachment 1 must be completed by 90-day exempt generation sites 
(including treatment and disposal facilities that are generators but have not 
applied for a storage interim license/variance> and interim licensed storage 
facilities. · 

1. ·Are all the containers which are used to store hazardous waste in good 
condition? 

r Vj c 1 . -----,-,,-----,--~-:-::-:--.....,...,---,------?es No <Comments or Clarification> 

2. Are contain~rs made or 
the waste 1n them? 

r/f/1 [ l 
fe; No 

3. Are containers stored 
remove waste? 

c ] ~l11 
Yes ~ · 

lined with materials which are compatible with 

(Comments or Clarification> 

closed, except when it is necessary to add.or 
•· 7?) <l/~r~· c~.r~<_. opqJ· . fl 

<Comments pr Clarification>. 

4. Are containers opened, handled and stored in such a way as to prevent 
1 eak.s or rupturtJe~ ~:t ,, /_ /J.,,u,,,,.,.___g-. r::,P,tS-r(2 .. 

,- .JF-1 ctA ~ fJnftPt'£J 7tJ r --- _, v ")/ 
cb( l c l 
Yes No <Comments or ·clarification> 

Revis~d Novemb~r 1985 
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~- Are containers insp_ected weekly for leaks and defects?. _- -- ··v [No J -,- ' (Comments or Clar1flcati~nJ 

6. Are the inspections mentioned in #5 above recor~~d into:, 
,.;I' 

, . 
a. For generation sites,· an inspection log· or summar;'. which includes 

the ~ate and time of inspection, the name of the inspector, a 
notation of the observation made, and the date ana· nature of any 
repairs or other remedial actions? 

C. ] t~' . .. 
Yes No CCQmments or Clarification> 

b. For storage facilities, a facility inspection log, which includes 
the date and the time of inspection, the name of the inspector, a 
notation of the observation made, and the date and nature of any 
repairs or other remedial. a_ctions? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

Note: These records shall be kept for at least 3 years from the date 
of inspection . 

7. If the facility stores ignitable or reactive waste, are the containers 
·at least 50 feet (15 meters> from the facility property line? · 

cl c J vA:, Yes No -,~.....-..-------,C~C-om_m_e_n_t_s_o_r ___ C-la_r_i-f~ic_a_t~io_n_> _____ _ 

8. Are incompatible wastes stored in separate containers? 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes No (Comments or Clarification> 

9. Are empty conta.iners washed prior to add•ing incompatible waste? 

[ ] . [ ] 
Yes · No · 

·M:· 
<Comments or Clarification> 

10. Are containers of_ incompatibfe waste separated or protected from each 
other and other incompatible wastes in tanks, pil~s or surface 
impoundments by phys1cal barriers such as a berm~ dike, wall or 
sufficient distance? 

; 

[ ] [ ] 
Yes. No 

7785'( i 
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